
GLOBALIZATION 

PARTNERS:

WE MAKE GLOBAL 

EXPANSION FAST 

AND EASY

Globalization Partners enables you to hire in 187 

countries within days, and without the need to set up 

costly international subsidiaries. 

You identify great talent anywhere in the world, and we 

put them on our fully compliant global payroll—lifting 

the burden of global corporate tax, legal, and HR matters 

from your shoulders to ours.

Whether it’s to test a new market or to hire 

internationally, we’ll have you up and running in a new 

country in days, not months.

globalization-partners.com

Answering The Concerns Of All Stakeholders

International Workforce Management for

Human Resources Professionals

International Compliance for Legal Professionals

International Expansion Cost Control for

Financial Professionals

International Business Advantage for CEOs

• Hire and onboard employees quickly and easily in 187 countries.

• Manage international payroll without having to setup an entity.

• Administer international benefits in compliance with local
employment law.

• Bypass entity setup and compliantly hire international talent

• Protect HR data in line with local privacy laws.

• Mitigate your risk of exposure to costly penalties, fines,
and litigation

• Minimize the cost of global expansion.

• Avoid setting up local bank accounts.

• Adherence with local tax law.

• Eliminate the administrative burden of business expansion.

• Avoid legal and financial red tape.
• Test international markets quickly.



Focus on Building Your Business: We take on the 

administrative burden of global expansion

Enter a New Market in Record Time: Beat the 

competition by being first to market
Eliminate Consulting Fees: No need to hire lawyers, 

accountants, and payroll providers in multiple countries

Attract and Retain Top Talent: Provide your employees 

country-specific benefits and the security of full-time 
employment

Hire Via Our Subsidiaries: We have established 

subsidiaries around the world

Leverage Our Local Presence: We have team members 

in-country who speak the local language and can 

navigate the bureaucratic red tape

In-Country Expertise: We identify and minimize 

potential unforeseen risks during hiring and onboarding

Maintain Data Compliance: Privacy Shield certified 
for HR data

Why Work with Globalization Partners?

From international labor issues to compliant contracts, finance, global payroll, and benefits, our team of 
international experts has seen it all. By using our comprehensive solution, any company can leverage our knowledge 

anywhere in the world. Clients come to us because they want to expand into a new country quickly, but don’t have the 

time to decipher local labor laws or set up their own subsidiary. Our team offers unmatched international legal and HR 

expertise, enabling companies like yours to expand their businesses internationally with confidence.

Our Team

Save time, resources, and money using our propriety technology. More than just a software platform, our suite 

of global business expansion services is backed by a best-in-industry legal team and HR experts on the ground in 

each region where we do business.

Go Global Now

Global Employer of Record. Our Global Employer of Record model, 

powered by our proprietary software platform, allows you to offload 
your administrative burden onto us—no entity setup required.

CONTACT US
Rich Coffey, Director, Strategic Partnerships 
rcoffey@globalization-partners.com
+1 (347) 385-9342


